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Why are my emails going to spam?Why are my emails going to spam?

Sometimes when sending an email out you notice that there is not as much activity in the
results as before. This could be because you emails have bounced or are going into your
recipients spam folder.

A common question is why are my emails going to spam?

This article will give you some tests to run in order to find out.

These tests are the first steps in trying to determine why an email is being sent to spam/
junk folders. Unfortunately the cause of emails going into SPAM is not always clear due to
spam filters not disclosing the rules that govern their behaviour. These tests are a process
of elimination to determine which element of an email makes spam filters believe an email
is spam.

Copying the CampaignCopying the Campaign

For testing purposes we recommend copying the campaign. NOTE: do not forget to remove the
audience once copied.

1. New Campaign

2. Copy Campaign which is going into spam

3. Add New Campaign
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AudienceAudience

We recommend making yourself the audience for the test campaign using our 'Audience
Selection Criteria'.

1. Select audience Tab In Campaign

2. select Audience Selection Criteria

3. Add Criteria

4. Use attribure 'EmailLogin'

5. Use the 'Equal To' operator

6. Click to search for your email address ( NOTE your email must be in the contacts)

7. Click Apply Criteria
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ResendResend

With having just you in the audience, you can click the resend button when running the
different tests.

1. Select the Resend Tab in the Campaign

2. Use Resend Type 'All Campaign Audience' ( in your copied campaign this will just be you)

3. Click 'Resend Campaign'

1st Test - Checking the content of your email1st Test - Checking the content of your email

Your campaign could be going to spam due to the content of your email. The best way to test
this is to attach a blank email to your new campaign.

1. Go to 'Creative' - 'Email'
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2. Click Add New Email

Blank EmailBlank Email

There should be no content in your email. Attach this new email to your campaign and initiate

Once attached to your copied campaign and initiated if this cammpaign goes into your inbox
and not your spam folder this suggests that the reason your email is being spammed is contentcontent
related.related.

In this case contact support@communigator.co.uksupport@communigator.co.uk and we can send you over our best practice
documents and help guides.
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2nd Test - Checking your Subject Line2nd Test - Checking your Subject Line

The reason your campaign could be going into the spam folder is due to the subject line looking
like spam. For example 'Win Big Money'

By changing the subject line this could prevent your emails from going to spam

1. Select the Email Tab in the Campaign

2. Click on the Pencil on the attached Email

3. Change the subject Line

4. Click Save and Close

Once these changes have been made, initiate the copied campaign. If this campaign goes into
your inbox and not your spam this suggests that the reason your email is going into Spam could
be subject line related.subject line related.

In this case contact support@communigator.co.uksupport@communigator.co.uk and we can send you over our help guides.
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3rd Test - Domain/ Dedicated IP - Send to Support3rd Test - Domain/ Dedicated IP - Send to Support

If the two steps above are not the case and your campaign is still going into spam, this means
that it could be something to do with your sending domain or IP.sending domain or IP.

In this case please contact support@communigator.co.uksupport@communigator.co.uk and we can run more advanced tests
for you.
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Top 30 Email Marketing TermsTop 30 Email Marketing Terms

Whether you are a marketing veteran or someone coming in fresh here's a handy list of
regularly used terms.

1. Bounce - Hard/Soft Bounce1. Bounce - Hard/Soft Bounce

A hard bounce is the failed delivery of an email due to a permanent reason like a non-existent
address. A soft bounce is the failed delivery of an email due to a temporary issue, like a full
mailbox or an unavailable server.

2. Preview Pane2. Preview Pane

The view email software provides an individual to see without fully opening the message. It is
vitally important that your email design acknowledges this and has meaningfully text, not
images, in the first 6 lines.

3. Above-the-fold3. Above-the-fold

The part of an email or web page that is visible without scrolling. Typically represented by the
Preview Pane.

4. Open Rate4. Open Rate

The percentage of emails opened in any given email marketing campaign, or the percentage
opened of the total number of emails delivered.

5. Click Through Rate (CTR)5. Click Through Rate (CTR)

The number of people per 100 (expressed in percentage terms) who click through to a URL
embedded in an email, banner ad, text or graphic, to view a specific web page. Click-through
rates can be reported against the total number of click-throughs (allowing multiple click-
throughs from one IP address), or against the number of unique users who click through.

6. Conversion Rate6. Conversion Rate

The key metric to evaluate the effectiveness of a call to action (often sales), reflecting the
percentage of people converted into buyers (or whatever action is desired) out of the total
population exposed to the conversion effort. For websites, the conversion rate is the number of
visitors who took the desired action divided by the total number of visitors in a given time
period (typically, per month). For email marketing, the conversion rate is the percentage of
people who take an action out of the total number of people who received the email.

7. Personalisation7. Personalisation

The practice of writing the email to make the recipient feel that it is more personal and was sent
with him or her in mind. This might include using the recipient's name in the salutation or
subject line, referring to previous purchases or correspondence, or offering recommendations
based on previous buying patterns.
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8. Dynamic Content8. Dynamic Content

Variable content within an email message, including images and text that is displayed based
upon information held in a database. This is an advanced form of Personalisation.

9. HTML Email9. HTML Email

An HTML email is one that is graphically rich with colour and images and is emerging as the
standard for email marketing. Marketers have to keep in mind that some recipients do not want
to receive their emails in HTML. However, HTML messages often pull a higher response than
plain text messages.

10. HTML (Hypertext Markup Language)10. HTML (Hypertext Markup Language)

The language which gives a web browser specific instructions on how to display a formatted
document in the browser window. HTML has a specific group of standards that makes it
universal to all computer platforms.

11. Split Testing11. Split Testing

When the list is divided into a number of discrete cells to allow for a robust test across multiple
variables such as subject line or email design. To determine optimum response, response rates
are measured for each cell.

12. Distribution (Gross)12. Distribution (Gross)

The total number of emails sent as part of a single campaign/distribution to all (SMTP)
addresses on the distribution list.

13. Distribution (Net)13. Distribution (Net)

The total number of emails sent and successfully delivered as part of a single campaign/
distribution to all (SMTP) addresses on the distribution list.

14. Opt-in (or Subscribe)14. Opt-in (or Subscribe)

Where an individual has positively indicated that he or she wants to receive email marketing.

15. Opt-Out (or Unsubscribe)15. Opt-Out (or Unsubscribe)

Where an individual requests not to be included on an email list at the point of data collection
or with subsequent communications. This is also referred to as unsubscribe.

16. Soft Opt-in16. Soft Opt-in

Where an individual is considered to have opted-in, on the basis that they have provided their
email address during a sale or during the negotiation of a sale and other conditions are met,
including that the individual was informed of how the information they provided would be used
and were provided with an opportunity to opt out.

17. Links17. Links

Text links, hyperlinks, graphics or images which, when clicked or when pasted into the browser,
direct the prospect to another online location. To be most effective in motivating action, links
must be obvious to the visitor or recipient.
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18. Landing Page18. Landing Page

The page on a website where the visitor arrives (which may or may not be the home page). In
terms of an email campaign, one can think of the landing page as the page to which the email
directs the prospect via a link.

19. CPA (or Cost Per Acquisition)19. CPA (or Cost Per Acquisition)

A payment model in which payment is based solely on qualifying actions such as sales or
registrations.

20. CPC (Cost per Click)20. CPC (Cost per Click)

Rather than paying a cost per 1000 emails delivered, or a cost per response, some suppliers
charge a sum for all the recipients that click through on a marketing message.

21. CPM (or Cost Per Thousand)21. CPM (or Cost Per Thousand)

In email marketing, CPM commonly refers to the cost per 1,000 names on a given rental list or
the cost per 1,000 emails for distribution.

22. CPR (or Cost Per Response)22. CPR (or Cost Per Response)

This term is used to track responses, where the desired result is not purchase, click-through or
cost per number of emails for the campaign).

23. Privacy Policy23. Privacy Policy

A clear description of a website or Data User's policy on the use of information collected from
and about website visitors and what they do, and do not do, with the data.

24. Targeting24. Targeting

Selecting a target audience or group of individuals likely to be interested in a certain product or
service. Targeting is very important for an email marketer because targeted and relevant email
campaign, yield a higher response and result in fewer unsubscribes.

25. Segmentation25. Segmentation

Segmentation is the act of taking your email list and separating it so that recipients get different
content based on their demographics, buying patterns, interest areas, etc.

26. Tracking26. Tracking

Collecting and evaluating the statistics from which one can measure the effectiveness of an
email or an email campaign.

27. URL27. URL

A Uniform Resource Locator (URL or, less formally, Web address) is a sequence of characters
conforming to a standardized format, used for referring to resources (such as documents and
images on the Internet) by their location, which is usually shown in the address bar at the top of
a browser.

28. Solicited email or UCE (Unsolicited Commercial Email)28. Solicited email or UCE (Unsolicited Commercial Email)
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Where an individual has actively invited the Data User to send the individual commercial email.

29. Spam29. Spam

Spam is the name given to random, untargeted bulk commercial email where recipients did not
request communications.

30. Viral Marketing30. Viral Marketing

A type of marketing that is carried out voluntarily by a company's customers. It is often referred
to as word-of-mouth advertising. Email has made this type of marketing very prevalent. Tools
such as send this page, article or website to a friend encourage people to refer or recommend
your newsletter, company, product, or specific offer to others.
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HTML Design Tips For Your Email MarketingHTML Design Tips For Your Email Marketing
CampaignsCampaigns

The default setting in almost all email client software is to suppress the display of images.
This means that the recipient will need to make a conscious decision to enable your HTML
in all its glory before they see the fruits of your many hours of labour. Even worse, if you
are sending to web based email clients such as Hotmail, it is likely that the recipient will first
have to mark your email as 'Safe' and then move it to their inbox before the option to
display the content is even presented to them!! Based on this knowledge, here are our top
three things to think about when designing your next HTML email.

Test Your Email "Naked"Test Your Email "Naked"

As we all know, first impressions count for a lot, so always make sure that the first time you see
your email design the images aren't included. After all, this is exactly what 99% of your
recipients will see when it hits their inbox. If the copy in your template isn’t strong enough to
stand up on its own two feet the propensity for recipients to opt to enable the rest of your
HTML content will be low. Your campaign open rate is generated by the image download, so
you will have a big impact on the success of your campaign if the most compelling message in
your HTML isn't in your written content.

Design For PreviewDesign For Preview

Now that you have a proof of your HTML design with no images, send a test copy to your own
inbox. It is highly likely that you will have an active preview pane in your email client and even if
you don't have one yourself, according to the 2005 EmailLabs study around 70% of your
recipients will. And this data was recorded before the introduction of a preview facility in clients
such as Hotmail and Yahoo. It is therefore imperative that you can capture the attention of your
recipients in what has become the prime position in your email template. Time to have a bit of
a rethink before copying the banner from the top of your website and pasting it into the top of
your HTML email, because, as we discussed earlier, no one is going to see it!!

Objective No.1Objective No.1

Get recipients away from your email. We all know that HTML email design can be problematic.
The rendering of your design may differ greatly for each recipient depending on the email client
they are using, and the issues above show that a large proportion of your content may not
display at all. Our top tip then is quite simple, design your email to encourage recipients to get
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away from their email client and into a browser based experience (whether this be through the
use of landing zones or into your corporate website). Once in a browser your creative juices can
really begin to flow!! Copy can be image heavy, laden with media clips, Flash and Java script and
nearly every recipient will see all of your content 100% of the time. Better than this, you will
have captured the fact they have clicked through and therefore recorded their interest.
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Consideration For Your Subject LineConsideration For Your Subject Line

We've listed 10 things to consider when crafting your subject lines from personalisation
through to the number of words available.

1. Be truthful1. Be truthful

Don't create a misleading subject line - this will only annoy the reader once they open your
email and find that there is something other than what they expected in the content.

2. Keep it short2. Keep it short

With only 40-60 characters - that's 6-10 words - to put across your message, any subject line
needs to get straight to the point. If you can provide a summary of the contents of the email in
your subject line, you are, in effect, pre-selling the reader about the contents of the email.

3. Personalise3. Personalise

Include some form of personal motivation in the subject line – make it relevant – use subject
lines based on users' product or content preferences, interests, past purchases, Web visits or
links clicked.

4. There is no formula4. There is no formula

What works in one campaign might flop with the next. A discount offer should be worded
differently from an up-sell, and both are different from a breaking-news announcement. Even if
you are sending out similar campaigns, you shouldn't recycle a subject line. You need to stand
out each time, yet be familiar to the reader.

5. Support the "from" field5. Support the "from" field

The "from" field tells the recipient who sent the email, and the subject line sells the recipient on
opening. If your "from" field lists your company name, you don't have to repeat it in the subject
line, but do consider branding your subject line for example, with the name of the newsletter,
so that it will stand out in your recipients’ overflowing inboxes.

6. Open rates don't always measure subject line success6. Open rates don't always measure subject line success

Remember that your objective is not necessarily high open rates, but to have a high response
rate to the call to action.

7. Watch out for SPAM filters7. Watch out for SPAM filters

There's a fine line between "catchy" and "spammy." Don't SHOUT (caps lock); it's widely seen as
a spammer/scammer trick, can trigger spam filters and isn't considered to be good email
etiquette.

8. Write and test early8. Write and test early
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Writing the subject line is often the last and most hurried step in email campaign development.
It should be the other way around. As you plan the email campaign, start thinking about what
will go into the subject line. That will help you sharpen your campaign's focus and may even
change or tweak the offer or article focus.

9. Review subject-line performance9. Review subject-line performance

See which subject lines delivered the action you wanted – the most conversions, the highest
average sale per order, the highest click-through rate, etc. This analysis should drive content
and product selection strategies, but it can also show you what information is most relevant or
useful.

10.Continue the conversation10.Continue the conversation

Sending email more frequently than monthly or quarterly helps you create a conversation with
your readers. Your tracking reports should show you what their hot topics are. Feature those
keywords or issues prominently in the subject line where appropriate to capture readers'
attention.
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How Often Should You Send?How Often Should You Send?

A question frequently asked when it comes to email marketing. Here's a few things to
consider from resource allocation to relevance.

The easiest way to approach this is that you should only talk to the individuals in your audience
when you have something to say. For example, an email communication containing news on a
specific football team, being sent to a list of fans of that team, could realistically be sent every
day, whereas general interest news is better sent monthly to maintain interest.

There’s no quick answer to the frequency question. It really depends on the goal of your email,
the type of content that you send and the dynamics of your audience, but here is our rough
guide on how to determine the right email frequency for your organisation.

As a starting point mail at least once a month/quarter but here are some other considerations.

Never more than once within 72 hoursNever more than once within 72 hours

With regard to a general newsletter or promotional piece, you should abide by this rule or run
the risk of being perceived as ‘Spam’, which will lead to low response rates and unsubscribes.
The exception to this would be communications that are event triggered or based on breaking
news (Google Alerts for example).

Let content be your guideLet content be your guide

Look at what you provide readers and you'll get a feel for proper frequency. Analyse how often
the information changes and how quickly readers must receive it to act on it.

Frequency SegmentationFrequency Segmentation

It is likely that each individual recipient’s perception of how often is too often will be different,
so why not offer new signups the opportunity to express a preference on frequency of send at
the time of opt-in? This will save time on segmentation and ensure that your customers get
exactly what they want. It may also be possible over time to segment your data based on
response levels varying by sending frequency. It is entirely feasible to have a group of contacts
who respond better to weekly emails than monthly and vice versa.

Work within your resourcesWork within your resources

The sending of a daily email naturally requires a great deal more effort than a monthly
communication, so it is important to gear your frequency to the resources that you have
available. It is much better to send a well crafted monthly communication than a poorly
constructed daily one.

Watch for trendsWatch for trends

Declining open and click through rates are a classic sign of list fatigue which can be a direct
result of sending too frequently. If you start to see changes in your campaign results, react to
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them accordingly, cutting down frequency if response is declining but equally trialling more
regular sends if response rates are consistently good. Be wary however of making frequency
decisions based on the Unsubscribe rate as there is now a propensity among many people to
simply delete unwanted email rather than opt out. These contacts could be described as having
‘emotionally unsubscribed’.

Use your metricsUse your metrics

Frequency should not be as simple as “we don’t mail our customers more than twice a month”.
As with any part of your marketing mix email campaigns should be adapted based on the
response to each program. Email provides marketers with more feedback data than almost any
other medium, so use this data to evaluate and establish your sending frequency. You should
always be looking to create and send additional emails to those recipients who have shown an
interest in your product and service, so don’t believe that email marketing should be all about
scheduling a quarterly or even annual plan and then sticking to it religiously. Always seek to
exploit every opportunity that your email campaign results present to you.

Rules should be there to guide, not restrictRules should be there to guide, not restrict

The key to establishing the right email frequency with your customers, as in every aspect of
marketing, is to plan, test, adapt, analyse and refine. Each marketer will find that different rules
apply for their customers. Establish guidelines for your business, but always be flexible as
customers’ desires and preferences are quick to change.
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Top 10 SPAM Filter TipsTop 10 SPAM Filter Tips

Did you know that including red text in your emails (particularly in links) can score highly in
some spam filters? Have a look below for more top tips to keep your spam score low and
ensuring maximum deliverability.

1.1. Avoid the use of punctuation in subject lines.

2.2. ALWAYS send both an HTML and plain text version of your message.

3.3. Don’t use background colours that are too similar to the font colours – it makes it look like
you’re trying to hide something.

4.4. Try not to use words like ‘Free’, ‘Promotion’ or ‘Offer’ in subject lines and email content.

5.5. Ensure links point to domain names rather than IP addresses and where possible these
domains match that of the sender address.

6.6. Include a one click opt-out, with a simple description. The text Unsubscribe works perfectly
when it is underlined and triggers a one click removal from your list.

7.7. Where possible stay away from coloured fonts and also large font sizes. Red in particular
scores badly in some filters.

8.8. Large numerical values can look like financial scams.

9.9. Include a combination of text and images in your HTML, using one large image can appear
‘spammy’ to some filters.

10.10. Choose a consistent sender address and from name, stick with it and then try to get it
whitelisted by your recipients. In some cases this can help messages avoid the filtration 100% of
the time.
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Getting The Most From Online FormsGetting The Most From Online Forms

Web forms are now an accepted part of everyday life, tolerated because usually the end
result of completing a form is the return of something of interest to the user, a concept we
at CommuniGator call a ‘Value Exchange’.

Whether it be to sign up to an email newsletter, register for an event or get a quote for car
insurance there is an expectation from the user that they will be asked to provide certain
information to gain what they require in return.

GatorMail utilises Google’s API to integrate seamlessly, and with a simple extension to the
Google tracking codes on your site, GatorMail is returned invaluable data about which
individual web pages were visited once contacts had clicked through, generating 100% accurate
conversion reporting.

As long as the level of motivation to complete the form outweighs the effort required to do so,
this method of data capture should be very cost effective and convert well. Given the cost to
purchase data lists, can you afford to have your own web forms converting at anything less
than 100%?

Here are our top tips on how to construct your online forms to maximise their success:

• Keep forms as short as possible and don’t ask for data that it wouldn’t be in the user’s
interest to provide. For example, if you are seeking signups for your monthly newsletter
communication, don’t initially ask for sensitive information such as date of birth. Once you
have the contact in your list and have developed a trusting relationship it may then be
possible to probe further to gain additional detail.

• Although usually only possible when your form is linked from an email, or when a user is
signed in to your website, forms should always be pre-filled with the users information.
Firstly, this level of personalisation promotes trust, and secondly it reduces the time
required to complete the form, which will increase your conversion.

• Should it be necessary for the user to take a step back in the form process, don’t make them
re-fill or select options that they have already completed once.

• Don’t impose restrictions on upper and lower case text.
• Where necessary provide clear and specific reasons for errors rather than vague messages.
• Drop down lists and tick boxes make data entry quick and easy, reducing the time required

to complete your form.
• Only make fields mandatory where the information is specifically required for your

objective. For example, why force the user to provide a telephone number when signing up
to receive email communications from you? This will have a seriously negative impact on
conversion.

• If possible, verify information as far as you can.

CommuniGator’s GatorMail solution has a quick and easy form creation wizard which can be
used to build forms to be linked directly from email (event registrations etc), or that can be
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plugged into your website to capture new signups. These forms can also be integrated to your
internal database or CRM system, saving valuable time and resources on entry of new records
and data cleansing.
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Successful List BuildingSuccessful List Building

You could have the best creative, a compelling subject line and the most irresistible call to
action, but if you haven’t thought about who you are sending it to, all your hard work is
wasted. Gathering data should be a core part of your strategy, so make sure you're not
missing a trick.

Data strategy is an integral part of email marketing campaign planning. Excellent creative can
be undermined by a failure to identify those contacts with a high propensity to respond. Invest
time and budget in data collection and reap the rewards. Opt-in data is increasingly difficult/
expensive to buy or lease from data providers and data collected on your own website is, by its
very nature, of better quality (cheaper) and of more value to your business.

How many unique visitors a day do you get to your website? How many of them are you able to
communicate with again? Visitors to your website have taken the time to seek you out or have
found their way to your website courtesy of the marketing budget invested in SEO and PPC.
Don’t let this expense be wasted – capture those visitors on your homepage by offering
something of interest, e.g. newsletter/industry hot topics subscription, whitepaper downloads,
event registrations or entry to a free draw for an iPod/bottle of champagne/book on relevant
topic etc.

Keep it simpleKeep it simple

Don’t put off potential prospects by presenting them with a lengthy form asking for details
ranging from mailing address to inside leg measurement. Keep it simple; first name, last name,
email address, company name and telephone number is plenty of information to capture
initially. You will be able to gather more information about them and their interests from
subsequent email campaigns. Tell them that by entering their details they are subscribing to
receive further information from you – this should help to keep the unsubscribe rate down as
they will be expecting/wanting to receive communication from you. It would also be prudent to
encourage subscribers to add your emails sending address to their address book or safe
sender list to ensure they receive 100% of the communications that you send.

TechnologyTechnology

Using an email marketing package that includes web capture functionality streamlines this
process. A web capture form is created in the software and included on your website as an
iframe. Results are fed directly back to the contact database enabling automated triggered
campaigns. For example, a person has subscribed to receive late availability offers for holidays
in Spain. In the web capture form they are able to tick their preferences, e.g. family holidays,
tennis holidays etc. A triggered email is sent on submission of their details to thank them for
subscribing. The message is a reassurance that their details have been successfully received; it
communicates the framework for future emails and gives them contact details/links to the
website for reference. Capturing preferences in this way enables intelligent marketing
campaigns promoting the type of holidays in which they have expressed an interest.
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What not to doWhat not to do

Don’t go to the effort of capturing a prospect’s details on your website, feeding them into your
contact database and then let that contact sit there with no contact for 6 months. Chances are,
when you do get round to sending them an email campaign, they will have forgotten that they
subscribed, will class the communication as SPAM and hit unsubscribe.

SummarySummary

If you want a good email list – build one and then make immediate and intelligent use of it.
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Email Marketing & Google AnalyticsEmail Marketing & Google Analytics

As Google Analytics is the de facto standard web site monitoring tool kit it is critical that
your email campaigns are visible when reviewing web site traffic and specifically when
measuring the effectiveness of marketing expenditure across multiple digital channels. This
gives you full visibility of the impact that your email communications have on your overall
web traffic as well as offering invaluable insight into the experience visitors have within
your site once they have clicked through.

GatorMail utilises Google’s API to integrate seamlessly, and with a simple extension to the
Google tracking codes on your site, GatorMail is returned invaluable data about which
individual web pages were visited once contacts had clicked through, generating 100% accurate
conversion reporting.

The nature of a free piece of software is such that most people, although having it switched on,
don’t really utilise it to its full potential. Google Analytics is certainly no exception to this rule,
but as an online marketer, it should part of your core toolset. As well as watching daily traffic
you can utilise the advanced segments functionality to visualise in any time period what the key
contributors to site traffic were, or whether one channel (say Email) was performing better than
another (say PPC or SEO).

In addition to this you can set up conversion goals, then review by campaign type, or even
name, to see whether or not the site traffic you are generating is the type you want i.e. the
converting type! For example, a series of campaigns designed to drive traffic to our own hosted
solutions page may be created. The majority of visitors may then exit (bad traffic), whilst others
go on to view other pages on the site, but a number will convert by going through the
“experience” we wanted them to.

So, now imagine that we could not only can Google Analytics provide you with these vital
statistics, but that we could also tell you exactly who these people are. By extending the Google
tracking code GatorMail is able to record who they are as these were people we put on that site
from our email campaigning. Run a Campaign conversion report in your campaign results and
you will automatically generate a group with all these people in. Brilliant!!

So, how does it all work?So, how does it all work?

In GatorMail you can turn on Google integration either globally or at a campaign specific level.
Once activated all you now have to do is tell us which links you would like to track as you insert
them, it’s as easy as that. Once it’s all turned on every time someone clicks on a link in your
email which drives them to your web site, Google Analytics is passed the following data through
its API:

• utm_source=referring URL e.g. communigatormail.co.uk
• utm_medium=type i.e. email
• utm_campaign= campaign name i.e. Google Analytics
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• utm_term=subject line i.e. Hints and Tips on Email Marketing
• utm_content=email address i.e. support@communigator.co.uk

Once Google Analytics is aware of your campaign name, your subject line and your type you can
use its advanced features to filter, report, split test and alert.

GatorMail will now refer your clicks into Google Analytics as if Google had generated it
themselves. This means all the functional areas available to you in Google Analytics filtered for
specific email campaigns, giving you true visibility of the outcome of your email campaigns and
metrics of how they perform against other digital channels.
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Top 5 Campaign TipsTop 5 Campaign Tips

Email marketing has many benefits as a channel, however, like most effective means of
communication there are some basic principles that need to be mastered before you can
begin to really reap the benefits.

For most marketers, the design of the HTML email is the critical step in producing a
campaign, but, actually, if you fail to address the basics first your HTML won’t generate click
throughs, open rates will be low and in fact a large percentage of your audience will never
even see it.

Here are the top 5 things to consider before sending your campaign. Address these points
before even constructing a brief for your HTML email and see your results increase
dramatically.

1.1. When buying or building email lists ensure you have a strategy for appending each email
address with valuable “killer” data that will allow you to vary your future messages or content.
If, for example like us you are selling solutions and services for email marketing, it would be
great to know which contacts had marketing job titles!

2.2. For the lucky ones this data is already available within their business, however, where it is
not, the added benefit has never been high enough to justify the effort to collect it. Not any
more, different emails or the same emails with dynamic altered content or imagery can now
easily be produced as long as you know the data that drives the change. Dynamically driven
content can have a dramatic effect on your open and click through rates and therefore the
conversion and ROI of your campaign. So, all of a sudden these killer values aren’t just valuable,
they may even be priceless!!

3.3. When you build an online capture mechanism on your website for people to register their
details, make sure you have a predetermined process of events that will automatically happen
(a new customer journey), to ensure the newest person in your database is treated like a King.
After all, the chances are you’ve just spent a fortune on SEO and PPC to generate them!!

4.4. With the first 2 words in the subject line you set the tone for the success of your email, so
please put some thought into it. All too frequently we see emails where many days of effort and
hundreds of pounds have been spent on the HTML, but at the time of send a weak subject line
is put in place that offers no inspiration to the reader to do anything other than hit the delete
key. Take a look at your own inbox and see which marketing communication’s subject lines
have driven you to read on. We bet it’s not many, but it’s worth analysing more closely the ones
that have and applying similar rules to your own subject lines where relevant.

5.5. When you write your email copy it is likely that the first thing you will do is generate a bold
and underlined header to catch interest so make sure it is clickable. Eye tracking studies
repeatedly show that where you catch the interest of the eye the mouse will follow. If the most
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thought-provoking or interesting elements of your emails are not click throughs you will be
missing a trick.

Now you believe you have a great subject line and campaign, TEST IT! Send your first and
second choice subject lines to 10% of the audience and see which one performs the best. Not
only will you know you are using the best one, but your testing will also give you the “tone” of
response you should expect from your main send.

If you need a 30% open rate and a 2% click through for the ROI to stack up, don't send yourIf you need a 30% open rate and a 2% click through for the ROI to stack up, don't send your
email to the whole population until your testing hits those numbers.email to the whole population until your testing hits those numbers.

Here's the clever bit, if your testing shows statistics which aren't high enough, change the
subject line, the content, the call to action and the position and test again. And again, and again
until you get the results you are looking for. Then and only then should you send to the whole
audience.
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Triggered CampaignsTriggered Campaigns

As every marketer continues on the quest for higher response and ROI, triggered
campaigns are becoming more and more popular due to their high subscriber relevancy
and response.

Consumers are also becoming increasingly receptive to these communications and realise
that certain types of action online (making a purchase for example) will result in an email in
their inbox.

For the marketer, triggers should be a specific kind of auto responder that creates an up-sell or
cross-sell email, crafted to be sent automatically when a user initiates an event within a given
campaign or on a website. Triggers allow you to reach people the moment they're most likely to
read and respond, providing the perfect opportunity to drive incremental revenue.

Effective triggers depend on assigning the most contextually relevant offers to the user’s
already demonstrated interest. It’s impossible to overstate how vital the relevance is to the
effectiveness of any trigger effort. The recipient’s interaction with your email creative is a insight
into what sort of offer he or she will respond to next. You have to be ready to develop the right
kind of creative to have available for any triggered offer.

However, in the whirlwind to implement such high impact programs, it's easy to lose focus on
the subscriber experience. To truly optimise results and foster your relationship with the
subscriber, keep these tips in mind:

Plan triggered or follow-up campaigns carefullyPlan triggered or follow-up campaigns carefully

It is easy to set-up a ‘Welcome’ or ‘Confirmation’ triggered email and forget about it, but it is
advisable to re-visit your emails every month and read them afresh – is the content still
relevant? For example, pay attention to any seasonal references or information on products
which are no longer available. Sending an out-of-date or irrelevant email when someone signs-
up immediately gives the impression that you haven’t thought about what you are doing. All
benefits of using a triggered campaign could be lost in an instant.

Remember to set frequency limitsRemember to set frequency limits

Don’t bombard your audience. It is possible that they may sign-up to receive information on
more than one topic/event/product, thus generating a myriad of triggered emails. If they are
swamped by emails from you they will quickly lose interest and may miss reading the one that
contains exactly the information they need. To avoid this, prioritise campaigns and set
frequency limits to keep your audience engaged, but not switched off.

Don't forget about recencyDon't forget about recency

Behaviour-based campaigns work well due to their timeliness and relevance. If a supermarket
you use frequently for purchasing of bulky items emails you a shopping list to remind you to
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reorder the goods again, you will likely do so. However, if you have just booked a holiday for the
summer you are unlikely to book another one until the same time next year. Therefore, asking
you to book a holiday say, a week later, will have a negative conditioning effect on response.

Abandoned shopping cartsAbandoned shopping carts

An extremely smart tactic to bring back lost sales is to check-up on those people who never
complete the checkout process. If you have already captured the customers’ email address, you
can easily send them a friendly message informing them that you’re currently trying to improve
your checkout process, and you apologise if they found anything confusing. In addition, you
might want to give them a coupon code as an additional incentive for bringing them back.

Add an “email me when in-stock” featureAdd an “email me when in-stock” feature

Anytime a customer visits a product detail page that displays an “out of stock” notice, give them
the option to be emailed if the item becomes available again.

SummarySummary

Trigger-based campaigns work best and are easiest to execute if you work out a plan or
blueprint at the beginning. Decide on a common behaviour that would be easy to trigger a
message off e.g. newsletter subscription via your website, and create that ‘Welcome’ message.
Once you have optimised the results from a well-managed campaign targeted to your database,
you’ll never look back and will find that you've created a seamless, response-driving, trigger-
based email program.
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Cookies and FormsCookies and Forms

For some time it has been possible to track an individual visiting your web site. Until now
this was only possible after a user clicked on an email sent from GatorMail or they clicked
on a PURL (personalised URL) generated by GatorLeads.

We have added this feature to any user that fills in and submits a web capture form. Using
any of these 3 methods will now serve a cookie to that user's machine which, allows you to
track the web activity of these contacts on your website.
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GatorMail Delivery & Bounce Process ExplainedGatorMail Delivery & Bounce Process Explained

OverviewOverview

When an email is sent from GatorMail it doesn’t land immediately in the recipient’s mailbox. It
first goes onto our mailserver where the email is queued for send.

Each email that hits our mailserver will usually have a delivery attempt immediately, but
depending on the response from the other side, it may remain in the queue for longer. By
default we retry sending every 10 minutes until 5 days have passed, at which point the email
will expire and we discard it. At best an email delivers with seconds of being sent. At worst the
email does not deliver and is discarded. At any point from the first delivery attempt to when it
is discarded the email can bounce.

When we attempt delivery for an email, the remote site will do one of three things.

1. Accept the email.

2. Reply with a “soft” response telling us to try again later.

3. Reply with a “hard” response telling us to go away.

Despite what no.1 says, all three of these can result in a bounce. Essentially there are two types
of bounces, but also two ways to get a bounce. The types are what we have all heard of – hard
and soft. But the ways to get a bounce are called local and remote.

A local bounceA local bounce is when a bounce occurs with the email never leaving our mailserver. We have
the email on our side, attempt a delivery, but get a hard or soft rejection. This is no.2 and no.3
above. Bounces of this nature account for over 90% of all bounces.

A remote bounceA remote bounce is when we deliver the email over to the recipient network. But it later
bounces back to us. This can only happen for no.1 above and accounts for less than 10% of all
bounces.

A soft bounceA soft bounce occurs when the email does not deliver for the duration the email is on our
mailserver. This means every retry attempt made to deliver the email was denied. Not one of
those denials was a hard response. After the email expires, it will bounce with the last
response message from the remote server.

A hard bounceA hard bounce occurs whenever the remote site give us a hard response. This would be an
outright rejection of our delivery attempt. Typically you get these on our first delivery attempt
but you can actually get them any time until the message expires. An email may get soft
responses for 2 days but that turns into a hard response on day 3.

How GatorMail Processes a BounceHow GatorMail Processes a Bounce

When a bounce occurs whether it be hard, soft, local or remote. GatorMail will add it to the
results for the campaign and update the contact record. An important note to make is hard
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and soft bounces can equally update contacts to undeliverable. There is no such thing as a
hard bounce causes an undeliverable, but a soft bounce does not.

We judge the contact update on what the bounce category actually is. For example a bad-
domain bounce is a clear sign of a bad email address and the contact would be marked
undeliverable. But a blacklist-related bounce does not cause an immediate undeliverable even
though that would be a hard response from the remote server. This is because blacklists are
often temporary and just because one email bounced, it does not mean another email sent
next week will bounce.

In cases where we do not make a contact immediately undeliverable, we increment a count on
the contact record. This is stored in the field called “BounceCount”. Each bounce will increment

it by 1 until we get the 5th bounce. At which point the contact will then become undeliverable,
and the bounce count field is set to 0. This gives us a range of at least one bounce can cause
the contact undeliverable, to at most 5 bounces before causing the undeliverable update.
Another important note. At any point along this, a bounce could happen to cause the

undeliverable before the 5th bounce.

Here is our current bounce category breakdown showing which ones cause an immediate
undeliverable or not…
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